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Dissident writings as political theory on civil society and democracy

MARLIES GLASIUS

Abstract. This article offers an analysis of precisely how civil society and its relation to democracy were conceptualised by its East European and South American proponents in their pre-democratic contexts, through an examination of declarations, newspaper articles, samizdat essays, diaries, letters from prison, academic articles and prize acceptance speeches written at the time. The analysis of these source materials is organised under three main themes: the first concerns activists’ understanding of the nature of the regime, its aims and its relation to society; the second relates to the features of the emergent civil society the writers of these documents desired, observed, and helped to create; and the final section discusses their strategies and aspirations in relation to ‘democratisation’. On the basis of an analysis of commonalities in ideas across these two very different regional and ideological contexts, hypotheses are formulated as building blocks for a political theory of civil society under authoritarian rule, which may apply in yet other, contemporary contexts.

Marlies Glasius is a Senior Lecturer in International Relations at the Department of Politics, University of Amsterdam. Her research interests include the theory and practice of global civil society, international criminal justice, human security and authoritarian rule. She is the author of The International Criminal Court: A Global Civil Society Achievement (2006) and co-editor of Marlies Glasius and Mary Kaldor, A Human Security Doctrine for Europe: Project, Principles, Practicalities (2005); Marlies Glasius, David Lewis and Hakan Seckinelgin (eds), Exploring Civil Society: Political and Cultural Contexts (2004), all with Routledge, and the annual Global Civil Society Yearbook.

Introduction

Civil society has re-entered the political lexicon in the early 1990s, precisely because of its apparent capacity, in Eastern Europe and South America, to contribute to ‘opening up’ and democratising totalitarian and authoritarian states. Yet subsequent attempts in other contexts to apply the same recipe from the outside, namely strengthening civil society through funding, capacity-building and networking in order to foster a transition to democracy, have often proved less successful. Just as political scientists appeared to be giving up on the relation between civil society and democratisation, the recent peaceful uprisings in the Arab world force us to refocus attention on the question: what is civil society under authoritarian rule?

This article will focus on those countries in Eastern Europe and South America where civil society emerged as a cause célèbre in the successful transition to
democracy: Czechoslovakia, Hungary and Poland, Argentina, Brazil and Chile. But it will not attempt comparative case studies or make causal inferences of who did what when and where, and to what extent civil society drove the transition. Much energy has already been devoted to this debate in the years after transition. It may not in fact be possible to satisfactorily resolve this question because with hindsight, the transitions are over-determined by numerous factors.

This article has a different intention. It will offer a theoretical analysis of precisely how civil society was conceptualised by its protagonists in their pre-democratic contexts. Their writings from the pre-democratic period have been largely ignored in later narratives which chart a linear progression from brave Western-oriented dissidents to mass mobilisation to liberal democracy. Studying the original documents may provide new clues as to how these activists saw the nature of the regime, how they conceptualised civil society and the sources of its power, and what exactly their democratic aspirations where. The term ‘activists’ is used here to cover the diversity of actors who opposed the authoritarian regimes under consideration, whilst ‘dissidents’ is reserved for a subgroup of high-profile intellectuals. Some, such as Václav Havel, explicitly distanced themselves from the latter term. But alternatives such as ‘opposition figures’ or ‘human rights defenders’ have similar drawbacks. The term ‘civil society’, conversely, is used not to denote the actors whose texts are studied, but to refer to this concept itself, which they apparently found useful to revive.

The purpose of the article then is to re-examine what civil society might actually be and how it might function under authoritarian regimes, and to formulate hypotheses about its potential relation to democratisation or non-democratisation in contemporary settings, on the basis of the writings of Eastern European and South American activists who reintroduced the term into political theory and practice. The underlying assumption is that if commonalities are found in the thinking of activists in these very different regional and ideological contexts, they might also have relevance for yet different contemporary contexts such as the Middle East or China. Thus, the article offers up building blocks for a political theory of civil society under authoritarian rule, which others may apply and test in contemporary contexts.

Naturally, it must be acknowledged that this cannot be a ‘pure’ exercise in time-travel, as the author’s selection from and analysis of the material is partially determined by her own 21st century perspective on civil society and democratisation. But this conundrum is really no different from that of any researcher
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1 I will refer to the sources from these regions as ‘East European’ and ‘South American’ respectively, even though both of these regions obviously encompass more countries than the six under consideration here.

attempting to ‘translate’ and analyse the perspective of others who are not in direct contact with the reading audience. The author is unavoidably present in the text but attempts to let voices from the past speak for themselves as much as possible through liberal use of literal quotes.

Sources

This article intends to present a reconstruction of socio-political ideas. The intention is not to reconstruct which ideas were ‘most representative’ of civil society in each country, but instead to look at commonalities and differences in a variety of sources. Neither does the article aspire to systematically reconstruct for whom and to whom these sources speak (although in some cases this is quite clear), or by whom they were read and heard at the time. The following principles guided the search for sources:

1. All the sources are from either before or during democratisation, thus lacking the (questionable) benefit of hindsight, which is the usual point of departure for studies of democratisation processes.
2. All the sources are from people who lived principally inside the country in question – although circumstances dictated that many spent some time in exile as well.
3. The voices of ‘amateurs’, that is, artists, scientists or housewives are privileged over those of professional political scientists. On the one hand, it was usually difficult or impossible for academics who spoke up to become and remain employed as such within the country. On the other hand, the ideas written by non-professionals are most likely to have stayed outside academic consideration, so they may provide fresher views. At the same time, it must be acknowledged that the voice of intellectuals is necessarily somewhat dominant because they tend to write most extensively. A follow-up study will explicitly attempt to look at the ideas of nationalist, violent and other ‘not-so-civil’ manifestations of civil society in the same countries.
4. The study limits itself to writing, and explicitly political writing at that. Fiction, documentaries or other forms of expression might well hold equally important clues to the nature of regime and civil society, but they would require a rather different analytical treatment.
5. Finally, but this is a limitation rather than a principle, the study focuses primarily on documents that have been translated into English. A few documents considered key were read in Spanish, but the bulk of the materials used have been published in English. This of course puts a clear limit on the range of possible documents that can be studied. For each of the six countries, there is presumably much more literature in the national language than in translation; moreover there may be certain biases in what has been translated.

Nonetheless, it has turned out to be possible to select a wide variety of sources just from the translated materials. They include collective declarations, newspaper articles, samizdat essays, diaries, letters from prison, books written in exile, academic articles and acceptance speeches for prizes.
The remainder of the article has organised the analysis of its source materials into three main themes: the first on activists’ understanding of the nature of the regime, its aims and its relation to society; the second on the features of the emergent civil society the writers of these documents desired, observed, and helped to create; and a final section on their strategies and aspirations in relation to ‘democratisation’.

Understanding the regime and its aims

The nature of the regime: not the strong man

Václav Havel and Fernando Henrique Cardoso, the two future presidents, express most clearly and in similar terms what the regime they live under is not. Havel argues that ‘the term “dictatorship”, regardless of how intelligible it may otherwise be, tends to obscure rather than clarify the real nature of power in this system.’3 Whereas classical dictatorships have been temporary, local, ideologically shallow, and built on brute force, the ‘post-totalitarian’ system of the Eastern bloc is lasting, goes beyond national boundaries, and is built on ideology itself. Cardoso too points out that whilst authoritarianism is not new to the South American continent, the authoritarianism of the 1970s and 1980s is no longer the personality-based caudillismo of an earlier era.4 Its resurgence must instead be understood in a context of modernisation. It is ‘bureaucratic’, and emphatically based on ‘the military institution as an organisation’.5

However, and here he seems to make an explicit comparison with Eastern Europe, South American authoritarianism is ‘underdeveloped’: ‘It may kill and torture, but it does not exercise complete control over everyday life.’ It has been strong enough in its dealings with so-called subversive groups, ‘but it is not as efficient when it comes to controlling the universities, for example, or even bureaucracy itself.’6 This difference between the relatively young and spectacularly brutal regimes of South America and the more entrenched and subtle workings of the communist regimes of Eastern Europe is of course generally recognised. But speculations by activists as to who exactly is in power, and for whose benefit, can be divided into two groups that do not follow regional lines.

Realists: hunger for power

The first, typified by both Cardoso and the Hungarian novelist Gyorgy Konrad, could broadly be called ‘realist’. They largely maintain that an elite is in power for its own sake. Cardoso, a famous proponent of dependency theory before he

5 Ibid., p. 35.
6 Ibid., p. 48.
became a dissident and civil society theorist, is at pains to explain that the interests of the transnational capitalist class do not sufficiently explain the resurgence of authoritarianism. Liberal democracy is quite adequate to their needs, and in some respects gives them better opportunities, than a strong authoritarian state provided that the political clout of the workforce is kept in check. Instead, difficult though this is to accept for the Marxist-oriented South American left, ‘bureaucratic authoritarianism is politically profitable for the civilian and military bureaucrats that hold state office’.7 The expression ‘politically profitable’ here would seem to suggest that Cardoso thought not just in terms of private gain, but also and perhaps more in terms of perpetuation in power. This explains why, contrary to what one would expect of a ‘dependent capitalist’ state, state involvement in the economy, already large in Brazil, only grew during the military dictatorship. Konrad, devoid of illusions about ideology, puts it even more starkly. Politicians, whether East or West, are ‘professionals of power’, he argues: ‘if we don’t believe that a great painter paints because it’s the way to God or riches, then why should we think that the great born politicians want power for some ulterior reason, good or bad, rather than for the sake of power itself?’8

Constructivists: ideology

Others believe that it is in fact the ideology that rules, and those in power serve it. Argentine journalist Jacobo Timerman deviates from most other South American commentators in characterising the Argentine junta as not only fascist and anti-Semitic, but also as ‘totalitarian’. He locates the roots of this totalitarian worldview in a military class that has long been separated from civilian life and increasingly cultivated a series of ‘fantasies’ based on fear rather than on a utopia of a desirable society.9 Timerman’s claim is well substantiated. He documents how, in its relatively short rule (1976–1983), the Argentine junta not only killed large numbers of social scientists and psychiatrists suspected of left-wing sympathies, but attempted to eliminate the suspect disciplines of sociology, philosophy and psychiatry altogether.10 Michnik also follows Arendt in the belief that the greatest source of totalitarian power lay in ‘their ability to infect us with their own hatred and contempt’11 rather than in the force of jail and jackboot.

These accounts emphasise the destructive aspirations of early authoritarian rule. In order to consolidate, they must stop the natural flow of social change. Chilean writer Ariel Dorfman imputes to the Pinochet regime nothing less than the ambition to ‘abolish time, freeze history, colonize space’.12 Polish writer Kazimierz

7 Ibid., p. 51.
9 Jacobo Timerman, Prisoner Without a Name; Cell Without a Number (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1981), p. 94.
10 Ibid., pp. 93–9.
Brandys also uses an icy metaphor: ‘A totalitarian state frozen in terror gleams like a glacier from the distance.’

But it cannot, and the initial passionate agents of ideology evolve into a post-totalitarian universe where everyone serves ideology without being genuine believers. Havel’s post-totalitarian system is a self-propelling machine, in which even political leaders are just cogs:

Western Sovietologists often exaggerate the role of individuals in the post-totalitarian system and overlook the fact that the ruling figures, despite the immense power they possess through the centralized structure of power, are often no more than blind executors of the system’s own internal laws – laws they themselves never can, and never do, reflect upon. In any case experience has taught us again and again that this automatism is far more powerful than the will of any individual; and should someone possess a more independent will, he or she must conceal it behind a ritually anonymous mask in order to have an opportunity to enter the power hierarchy at all.

Brandys expresses the manner which the system is maintained by the people themselves in a similar way: ‘it may be that most essential mechanism in the system known as communism is this curious twofold one: the counterfeiting and the denying of the self’. In this analysis, collective self-limitation has taken the place of Timerman’s ideology of hatred and Konrad and Cardoso’s will to power.

**Atomisation**

The differences between the East European and the South American writers are much more a matter of atmosphere than of analysis. In Eastern Europe, the symbols of repression are the spy and the tank, in South America it is the torture chamber. At the level of personal reflection, South Americans express a bodily fear of pain, whereas the East European nightmare is more one of mental claustrophobia.

But when they express their fears not on a personal but on a societal level, it is the same: of atomisation, of each individual being isolated from all his peers through the machinations of the regime. The Czech Catholic mathematician Václav Benda expresses it in the following terms: ‘The Iron Curtain does not just exist between the East and the West: it also separates individual nations in the East, individual regions, individual towns and villages, individual factories, individual families, and even the individuals within those entities from each other.’ Konrad too, speaks of the Iron Curtain as being ‘in our heads’. Havel puts it in more existential terms: ‘The post-totalitarian system is mounting a total assault on humans and humans stand against it alone, abandoned and isolated.’ Ariel Dorfman describes Chileans under Pinochet in very similar words: ‘isolated from

14 Havel, *Power of the Powerless*, p. 34.
15 Brandys, *Warsaw Diary*, p. 94.
each other, their means of communicating suppressed, their connections cut off, their senses blocked by fear.\textsuperscript{19}

Both Havel and Dorfman, while sharing the more general assumption that it is the ‘regime’ or ‘system’ that wills atomisation, also connect it to the passive consumerism of modern man. Thus, in the Frankfurter School tradition, they see their own societies as especially morbid varieties of a more general phenomenon. ‘There is obviously in modern humanity a certain tendency towards the creation of such a system [. . .] some connection with the general unwillingness of consumption-oriented people to sacrifice material certainties.’ Eastern Europe (or indeed South America) can then be seen as standing as ‘a kind of warning to the West, revealing to it its own latent tendencies’.\textsuperscript{20}

Jacobo Timerman captures the atomisation in the very title of his book \textit{Prisoner without a name, cell without a number}. In reality, Timerman was one of the most high-profile Argentine prisoners of conscience, and his international fame may have contributed to his eventual release. Yet he felt the isolation equally in the early days of his arrest. He opens the book with the pivotal experience of a night during which he and an anonymous fellow prisoner had eye-contact for hours because the tiny peepholes of their opposing cells were left open: ‘you were my brother, my father, my son, my friend. Or are you a woman? If so, we passed that night as lovers [. . .] that flutter of movement proved conclusively that I was not the last human survivor on earth amid this universe of torturing custodians.’\textsuperscript{21}

\textbf{Features of a proto-civil society}

\textit{Solidarity}

In less poetic terms, many documents emphasise the importance of friendship and communication as a last line of defence and first point of departure for a civil society, before and beyond the emergence of any more overtly political formation.

According to Brazilian political scientist Francisco Weffort, the ‘discovery that there was something more to politics than the State began with the simplest facts of life of the persecuted. In the most difficult moments, they had to make use of what they found around them. There were no parties to go to, nor courts in which they could have confidence. At a difficult time, the primary recourse was the family, friends, and in some cases fellow workers. If there was a legal chance of defence, they had to look for a courageous lawyer. And, above all, someone who is persecuted can always, as an old Brazilian proverb says, “complain to the bishop”. What are we talking about if not civil society, though still at the molecular level of interpersonal relations?”\textsuperscript{22} Konrad too writes ‘(w)ithdrawal into our huddled private circles enabled us to survive even the grimmest years of the

\textsuperscript{21} Timerman, \textit{Prisoner}, pp. 5–6.
dictatorship. We didn’t really live in a state of constant tension because every evening we could be with one another. We talked a great deal; congregated in our lairs, we experienced a kind of campfire warmth. He further points out that it was not by accident that the largest East European democracy movement was called ‘Solidarity’.

Living in the truth

But there is more to this molecular civil society than solidarity or ‘campfire warmth’. Another key element repeated by many sources is that of communication, beginning more or less underground but reaching ever wider circles. This has two aspects. The first is the assertion of ‘truth’ unacceptable to the regime.

It is in these terms that Polish writer Kazimierz Brandys explains switching from trying to slip writings past censors to writing openly for the new independent magazine Zapis: ‘[...] are we deceiving the tyrant or is he deceiving us? Is it not true that in exchange for the chance to publish poetry, we give up on stating the values that that poetry conceals, from which it arose, and to which it makes reference [...] If that is the case, then one may suspect that we are paying too high a price.’

It was also along this path that the Madres de Plaza de Mayo evolved, first searching for their children each on their own, then ‘all for all the children’. In the early years they wrote information about their missing children on banknotes in order to achieve maximum circulation. After the disappearance and presumed death of their first leader, Azucena de Villaflor, the Madres took the difficult decision to remain out in the open, continuing to congregate on the Plaza de Mayo and other town squares. This was both a strategic decision, calculating that in a fundamentally unsafe situation, publicity might actually provide more security than secrecy, and a principled decision that a just cause should not have to go underground. Václav Havel, while many other elements of his work may be considered as constructivist or post-modernist, asserts an unambiguous belief in ‘living in the truth’, that is, openly asserting one’s lack of belief in the official ideology. Havel and other members of Charter 77 emphasise time and again that the force of the Chartists lay not in their (small) number, but in the fact that they asserted themselves at all and communicated their heretic beliefs to others. Anyone who refuses to acknowledge the system ‘denies it in principle and threatens it in its entirety’.

23 Konrad, Antipolitics, p. 203.
24 Ibid., p. 195.
27 Diago, Bonafini, p. 122.
29 Diago, Bonafini, p. 123; Madres de Plaza de Mayo Linea Fundadora, Memoria, Verdad y Justicia, a los 30 años X los treinta mil: Voces de la Memoria (Buenos Aires: Baobab, 2006), pp. 31–2.
30 Havel, Power of the Powerless, p. 40; see also Brandys, Warsaw Diary, p. 56.
Jacobo Timerman, too, kept his newspaper *La Opinion* open, and continued to print information about disappeared people, on this basis: ‘I know that I saved the lives of some, and believe others were killed merely because *La Opinion* demanded knowledge of their whereabouts. But in the long run the battle, it seems to me, had to be fought, so that at least there was a battle, embryonic as it might be.’ Ariel Dorfman, while admiring the bravery and stamina of those who kept confronting the regime, comments a little more wearily that for many years the frequent but small protests had the ‘ritualistic, circular quality’ of a ‘morality play directed at bystanders that were too scared to join or at the armed forces who were too walled-in to listen.’

**Plurality**

But while these voices emphasise the open expression of dissent, others are less focused on the publicity and more on the reassertion of plurality and exchange of ideas as a value. Charter 77 characterises itself as an ‘open community of people of different convictions, different faiths and different opinions’. Their numbers included proponents of pop culture, people of Catholic and protestant backgrounds, and ex-Marxist intellectuals. Nonetheless, the shades of difference between Czechoslovak dissidents in their conceptualisation of a ‘parallel polis’, ‘second culture’, or ‘civil society’ appear to the contemporary reader as very small. It seems as if they discuss and analyse these differences almost for the pleasure of disagreeing with each other, relishing them as in themselves an exercise in opposing the monolithic official ideology. Their Hungarian counterpart Konrad appears to suggest as much: ‘Theoretical discussion is inherently more dignified than power struggle. We can become an adult nation if we introduce ideological pluralism in preparation for the political pluralism that will come in due time.’ This creates an ‘uncontrollable sea of private conversations’ regardless of state or government. It is worth recognising of course that this idealised version of pluralism may not always have reflected the realities in civil society. Moreover, the experience in Poland, where internal democracy and debate within Solidarity were curtailed precisely when it began to engage in serious negotiations with the government may reflect a wider phenomenon.

The commitment to pluralism raises questions that are now at the heart of debates in Western societies about the limits of pluralism in a democratic society. Concern with the value and limits of pluralism also drives current discussions about the role of Islamist forces in the uncertain political transitions of the Arab
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31 Timerman, *Prisoner*, p. 28.
36 Ibid., p. 198.
world. In the common cause against the state, civil society was conceptualised as *e pluribus unum*. In Eastern Europe, the possibility of multiple, incommensurable civil societies was apparently not entertained.

In South America with its much shorter history of less perfect totalitarianism, this is different. Pluralism tends to be perceived as a practical problem more than a value in itself. Yet it could be argued that it is asserted indirectly through the more minimal collective commitment to rejection of violence (see below).

*Non – violence*

Violence is uppermost in the reflections of many South American writers. Timerman describes Argentina, not just during the *junta* but historically, as possessing an infinite capacity for violence in combination with a political incapacity for pluralism. He calls terrorism and violence ‘the sole creative potential, the sole imaginative, emotional, erotic expression’ of the Argentine nation. He then asks the following question, which can be considered as one of the lead questions for this article: ‘Can the community alone, without outside intervention, prevent either of the two fascisms from winding up with Argentina’s corpse?’

Francisco Weffort, writing in Brazil after the ruling military had begun to ‘open up’, answers this question definitively in the affirmative. He describes a recent history of Brazil where, similar to pre-junta Argentina, the main expression of politics, right or left, was in terms of violence. But under the military regime ‘right-wing violence took on industrial proportions’, the destructive potential of which frightened the government itself almost as much as it frightened the opposition, to the point that ‘an area of consensus has been created around the elimination of terror’. It was this insight, according to Weffort, which produced in a wide variety of political actors ‘the discovery of civil society as a political space’. The Madres of the Plaza del Mayo too, affirm in their declaration of principles that ‘we stand against violence and against every type of terrorism, private or state’, a statement that at least some of their children might not have agreed with prior to their disappearance.

In Konrad, even more than in Weffort, civil society is not just a choice for non-violence, it is the very anti-thesis of violence: ‘military society is the reality, civil society is the utopia’. Unlike other sources, and much more like Western peace activists of the same era, his nightmares are less of the gun, prison camp or

---

40 Ibid., p. 21.
42 Ibid., p. 340.
43 Ibid., p. 345.
torture chamber than of the ‘global Auschwitz’ of nuclear annihilation.46 Reflections on violence play a much smaller role in the work of other East Europeans, but their conclusions are largely the same: they too have opted for nonviolent resistance for both ‘realistic’ and ethical reasons. Havel echoes the Gandhian sentiment that ‘a future secured by violence might actually be worse than what exists now; in other words, the future would be fatally stigmatized by the very means used to secure it.’47

It is necessary, however, to recognise that this widespread revulsion is by no means the inevitable response to a surfeit of violence. Ariel Dorfman describes how ‘Our hands are clean’ has become a dominant slogan in anti-Pinochet demonstrations in 1985. He speculates that most Chileans reject a violent solution, both ‘out of realism’ and for ‘deeper moral reasons’. However, he ends the piece by saying ‘there is a limit to our patience. Let it be remembered, in the future, that if we are forced to resort to other methods to liberate ourselves, we wanted our hands to remain clean.’48 Less than a year later, after a failed attempt on Pinochet’s life, he writes that ‘the hopes for a peaceful transition to democracy seem to have been dashed’, and that whereas the Chilean Communist party had traditionally aligned itself with peaceful methods, many on the far left began to believe that armed resistance was the only way to bring the regime down. He ends the article with ‘more violence will beget more violence. Is it already too late?’49 As we know, with the benefit of hindsight, the transition in Chile was largely peaceful, but Dorfman’s words should remind us that there was no inevitable path-dependency here, but perhaps rather an agency of restraint.

In follow-up research I intend to track the more submerged voices of those who did favour violent solutions, and consider their motivations, and why they did not become dominant in the situations in question.

### On ‘independence’ and organisational forms

The East European and South American activists have sometimes been seen by later generations of scholars as responsible for a ‘purist’ view of civil society free from the pathologies of state and market.50 A closer consideration of the actual ideas they had on the topic turns out to belie this claim.

In 1987, a Western social scientist asked a number of Czechoslovak dissidents whether they thought the term ‘independent society’ was relevant and meaningful to their conditions. They reacted to the proposition with great caution. Václav Benda held that what he conceptualised as a parallel polis ‘cannot completely

---

46 Ibid., p. 96.
ignore the official social structures’ and that the parallel concept instead ‘stresses variety, but not complete independence.’

Political theorist Milan Simecka held that one could speak of ‘independent thinking’, but certainly not yet independent society. Former journalist Jiří Dienstbier held that the term ‘independent society’, unlike civil society, contained an unrealistic and indeed undesirable implication that the state could and should ‘wither away’. Václav Havel pointed out that there are only relative gradations of dependence and independence, but that the ‘relatively independent enclave’ enriches society as a whole.

Chilean psychiatrist and playwright Marco Antonio de la Parra describes the same relative contamination and regeneration more poetically in his introduction to a photo album on the Pinochet years: ‘We were irresolute, oblique; we hid our hands, lowered our eyes. Those who spoke up, stood up straight, were few. But at the same time these photographs show the country did not submit, we kept life vibrant, our hearts alive.’

Decisions as to what organisational form the manifestations of civil society should take turn out to have been less a matter of principle and more dictated by pragmatic circumstances. Calling oneself an ‘organisation’ and registering membership, can increase the risks for members. Registering legally as an organisation is sometimes simply not allowed, but when it is it can have practical advantages, such as the possibility to collect and receive money in the name of the organisation. Although these kinds of decisions can have political implications as well, the issue appears not to have been of fundamental importance to its protagonists. Both the signatories to Charter 77 and the Madres de la Plaza de Mayo placed a high value on the public nature of their activities, on being out in the open and bearing witness. The two organisations, very different in many other ways, both explicitly insist on not being a political opposition movement. The Charter ‘does not form the basis for any oppositional political activity’. The Madres are ‘not moved by any political objective’.

The Madres decided, after more than two years of demonstrations, to register as a civic association. Charter 77 on the other hand insisted that is ‘is not an organization; it has no rules, permanent bodies or formal membership. It embraces everyone who agrees with its ideas, participates in its work, and supports it.’ But according to one of the Chartists, Václav Cerny: ‘the considerations about how it is to be run and what form this will take […] may change […] it all depends on considerations of need, suitability and effectiveness’.

Poland’s Solidarity is a case in point. According to Jadwiga Staniszkis, one of its advisors drawn from the ranks of dissident intellectuals, the circumstances of its development required ‘the painful process of cramming that radical wave of protest
and class war into a “trade union formula”, when in reality it oscillated being a mass movement and a “political party of activists”.61

Organisational form, then, would appear to be a matter of expediency, not a fundamental feature of civil society in authoritarian settings. This cavalier attitude to organisational form may have fitted pre-transition circumstances in the 1980s. What it did to organisations during and after transition, and whether such an attitude is sustainable in current circumstances where authoritarian regimes and Western democracy-builders may be fostering competing versions of ‘civil society’, is beyond the scope of this article, as is the role communications technology is playing in reshaping organisational form under authoritarian rule.

Strategies and aspirations

Appeal to law and human rights

Practically all the sources used appeal to laws, and more generally the ‘rule of law’ as a principle that is helpful to them. The Charter 77 Declaration is entirely based on this principle: it begins by stating that the International Covenant of Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) and the International Covenant on Economic and Social Rights (ICESCR) have been incorporated into Czechoslovak national law in 1976, and then goes on to enumerate at length how some of the rights set forth in these Covenants are in practice violated in Czechoslovakia.62 The Madres in their Declaration point out that they do not demand freedom for their children but treatment according to the law: to know where they are, what they are accused of, to be judged according to legal norms with a right to be defended; to not be tortured; to be held in suitable conditions, etc.63

Both were undoubtedly aware that the authorities were not serious about their commitments to these legal norms. But the point that Havel for instance makes is that unlike ‘some ephemeral dictatorship run by a Ugandan bandit’,64 bureaucratic authoritarianism needs the ‘ritually cohesive force’ of legal form: ‘it wraps the base exercise of power in the noble apparel of the letter of the law’.65 Dorfman considers the plebiscite announced by Pinochet in the same light: an attempt to achieve the appearance of an endorsement for ‘more permanent structures of repression’.66 ‘What limits’, he asks, ‘should be placed on one’s participation in a legal system which one rejects? Is it better to abstain? Or is it better to uncomfortably sabotage the system from within?’

Havel and the Chartists clearly opted for the second option: ‘A persistent and never-ending appeal to the laws – not just the laws concerning human rights, but

62 Charter 77.
63 Madres Declaration.
64 Havel is referring of course to the brief, brutal and erratic rule of Idi Amin. Interestingly, the ‘non-party democracy’ of Yoweri Museveni that has been in power in Uganda since 1986 is much closer to the bureaucratic rule described in this article, and does show the ostensible regard for law described by Havel.
65 Havel, Power of the Powerless, pp. 75, 73.
to all laws – does not mean at all that those who do so have succumbed to the illusion that in our system the law is anything other than what it is. They are well aware of the role it plays. But precisely because they know how desperately the system depends on it, on the ‘noble’ version of the law, that is – they also know how enormously significant such appeals are.”67 The ostensible commitment to predetermined, impersonal rules, based on national and international legal traditions, gives activists some leverage when they express themselves in this language.

Francisco Weffort too sets out to explain how law was gradually perverted in 20th century Brazil by increasing ‘casuismos’: instrumental use of it by whoever is in power. Yet, he says, ‘the most constant theme in Brazilian politics since 1968 has been the re-establishment of a State of Law’.68 He argues that although initially liberals, liberal elements of the regime and leftists meant different things by this term, it was a creative ambiguity that eventually converged into ‘shades of the same general democratic aspiration’.69 Most Chilean groups too, finally did decide to participate in Pinochet’s self-endorsement plebiscite, giving it so much reality that Pinochet in the end failed to manipulate or rig it as Dorfman had earlier predicted.

Relation to the ‘international community’

Jacobo Timerman asks, immediately after his question quoted above about the Argentine community’s own capacity to overcome fascism: ‘is collaboration possible among the international community to [. . .] enable Argentina’s reincorporation into civilized society?’70 This of course is the question most often posed in the West in relation to authoritarian regimes, and accompanied by virulent debate about the historically tainted concept of a ‘civilized society’, and whose fault it is if certain societies are ‘not civilized’. But Timerman barely attempts to answer his own question, and most of the sources consulted here are curiously unconcerned with it.

East Europeans, Konrad above all, of course demonstrate an awareness of the relation between their national predicament and the wider context of superpower rivalry. Konrad in fact names the problem not ‘communism’ or ‘totalitarianism’, but ‘Yalta’. But it is precisely because they perceive this situation as stuck, and beyond their control, that they turn to the bottom-up reform of their own societies as a priority.71 They do not ask either Western governments or Western publics to ‘do’ anything in particular. Indeed, when describing the subtly electrifying effect of the visit of John Paul II in 1979 on the Polish public, Brandys writes ‘we make ourselves ridiculous when we try the instruct the Americans or the French in how best to act and think. Our past is different from theirs; we have no part in their lives [. . .] But they too have no basis for instructing us in how to think and act, for they know even less about us.’72
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71 See for instance Konrad, Antipolitics, pp. 116–24; also Havel, Power of the Powerless, p. 89.
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South American sources, although placing their countries’ trajectory against the background of dependency theory and reflecting awareness of US involvement in the Chilean coup in particular, appear to have been even less inclined to have expectations of, or make demands on, European or American publics or governments.

Yet the international does feature in a different way: in the self-identification of many of the actors discussed here. Janos Vargha, a Hungarian environmental activist, begins his acceptance speech for the Right Livelihood Award with a story from *Gulliver’s Travels* and goes on to mention deleterious dam projects in Brazil, Egypt, West Germany, New Zealand, Sri Lanka and the USSR, and anti-dam activism in the Philippines, the USSR and Austria before actually describing his own group, the Danube Circle. Thus he places himself and his group in the context of the emerging global anti-dam movement. Jacobo Timerman uses examples from Nazi Germany and the contemporary USSR to analyse the Argentinian situation, and identifies himself (to the confusion of his persecutors) as both an international liberal and an international Zionist. Ariel Dorfman in his many short pieces takes inspiration from the *I have a dream* speech of Martin Luther King, the novels of Gabriel Garcia Marques and numerous other especially literary sources from all over the world as relevant to the Chilean predicament.

Gyorgy Konrad however is the one who gives such identification with likeminded people elsewhere an explicit place in relation to the local reconstitution of civil society: ‘the trip abroad, the forming of friendships with others across the frontier – these are some of the elements of the intellectuals’ struggle for freedom; the international Solidarity of the craft is their mutual defence alliance’. But he does not intend this, as we now tend to do when we invoke ‘global civil society’, in instrumental terms. On the contrary, he writes,

we ought to avoid becoming a major theater of operations for the world’s communications media [. . .] International public opinion’s approval and disapproval are transient things, matters of fashion [. . .] we should accord the foreign media only a limited role, as auxiliaries in our enterprise.

Instead, the self-identification as a citizen of the world, against the rigidity and brutality of the state, appears to have primarily a morale-boosting function.

**The timing of democratisation**

While it is rarely possible to pinpoint precisely when a democratisation process begins, and when, if ever, it is completed, there is a paradox in comparing the East
European experience with that of at least two of the South American countries. The decades-long East European domination by the party-state was abruptly converted into a series of multi-party democracies without any special role for the Communist party, while the much shorter military dictatorships of Brazil and Chile went through a decade or more of managed transition before the military had entirely returned to the barracks.

But in both cases, the writings consulted for this article on the whole reveal a curious lack of impatience about, or even reflection on, the timing of transition to democracy. There is lots of detailed and dated reflection in these writings on the recent past, but with the exception of one expression of despair by Ariel Dorfman at general Pinochet’s 1986 announcement that he would stay in power until 1997, reflection on the future does not come with dates. Indeed, Brandys uses the example of India to argue that ‘sometimes, a nation wins such battles over two or three generations [. . .] It is a struggle for oneself. Not only a struggle for freedom. We ourselves are transformed in it.’

Brazilians were convinced that they were on the road to some sort of democratisation from at least 1983, whilst Chileans remained uncertain that there would be a transition until after the 1988 plebiscite. But both were convinced that the transition would be long, and the depth of transformation doubtful. East Europeans were under the impression as late as 1988 that no discernible transition at the top could be expected any time soon.

But the focus of their concerns is not on transformation at the top. Poland’s leading dissident Adam Michnik was the first to express this lack of faith in transformation at the top in 1976. In many other writings, this is implicit. They are much more interested in transformation at the bottom. Konrad even seems, somewhat disingenuously perhaps, to express a complete lack of interest in a change of system when he says: ‘Let the government stay on top, we will live our own lives underneath it.’

Most authors did believe that sooner or later the widening and deepening of ‘civil society’ as discussed above would have consequences for the regime, just not very precisely datable ones. As Havel puts it, the ‘primary purpose of the outward direction of these movements is always, as we have seen, to have an impact on society, not to affect the power structure, at least not directly and immediately.’ Benda expresses himself in Gramscian terms of trench warfare: ‘Given the time and the means available, only a certain number of trenches can be eliminated. If, at the same time, the parallel polis is able to produce more trenches than it loses, a situation arises that is mortally dangerous for the regime.’ Chilean social scientist Manuel Antonio Garreton, more descriptively, writes that ‘civil society has reasserted itself to the point where it has room to organise and express itself.’ He calls this the ‘invisible transition to democracy’ which predated the visible
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transition at the top.\textsuperscript{85} Judit Vasheiyi, a librarian and environmental activist of the Hungarian Danube Circle, also gives the mobilisation of ‘biologists, architects, artists, historians, lawyers, sociologists and teachers’, later joined by ‘manual workers and [...] non-urban population’ to oppose a hydro-electric dam project the extraordinary name ‘democratization’.\textsuperscript{86}

What appears to have characterised both the South American and the East European situations is that civil societies of a certain width and depth, manifesting themselves not only in mobilisation but also displaying the elements of solidarity, truth-telling and plurality predated the transition at the top by several, sometimes many years.

\textit{Aspirations (or what democracy is)}

The East European and South American ‘civil societies’ or ‘democratisation movements’ have gone down in history as desiring, and achieving, democracy, or even more narrowly speaking, ‘liberal democracy’. There is no doubt that the six countries under particular consideration here achieved fairly successful liberal democracies. But was this what the activists had aspired to? Why then the emphasis on civil society, which had not been an important theme of mainstream political theory in the West?\textsuperscript{87}

There turns out to be a remarkable resemblance between the ideas East European and South American formulated as the utopian opposite of the regimes they lived under. What they point to, again, is less a change in government and more a structural change in state-society relations.

Francisco Weffort states in the middle of the long drawn-out democratisation process in Brazil in 1983: ‘We want a civil society, we need it to defend ourselves from the monstrous state in front of us.’\textsuperscript{88} Weffort still cautiously suggests that if there is no civil society yet, it has to be invented. Konrad writing in Hungary at almost the same time already saw an ‘independent ferment’ the success of which ‘cannot be measured by the replacement of one government by another, but by the fact that under the same government society is growing stronger, independent people are multiplying, and the network of conversations uncontrollable from above is becoming denser.’\textsuperscript{89} Weffort discusses a Brazilian political legacy that, underneath a veneer of liberal democracy, was fundamentally statist and indeed authoritarian:

The superimposition of democratic forms on authoritarian relations, the prevalence of statist ideology even among those who called themselves anti-statist, and the resulting acceptance of coup-making as an everyday form of political action, are all characteristics which cut across left/right divisions. We are capable of calling authoritarianism democracy, and an act of usurpation is called a revolution.

\footnotesize
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\textsuperscript{89} Konrad, \textit{Antipolitics}, p. 198.
But in the 1970s and 1980s, on the left and the right, a process of abdication of this legacy takes place:

If the State had formerly been the solution, now it was the problem. If before it had been possible to call ‘democracy’ what were merely juridico-institutional forms of democracy, it was possible no longer. Out of an ambiguous historical legacy new meanings had to be developed, and, slowly and fearfully, democracy began to be seen not as a means to power but as an end in itself. Yet if politics were to have a new meaning, a new sphere of freedom for political action had to be developed. For political Brazil, civil society, previously either ignored or seen as an inert mass, began to signify that sphere of freedom.90

If this was only a call for ‘less state, more society’ it could be read as either an anarchic or a libertarian reaction to statist conditions. But the ideas of Konrad, Havel, Dienstbier, Cardoso and Weffort go further and bear a deeper resemblance to each other than that. The political freedoms of liberal democracy are a necessary but not sufficient condition for their aspirations. Multi-party elections appear to be even less a sufficient condition: ‘people […] know […] that the question of whether one or several political parties are in power, and how these parties define and label themselves, is of far less importance than the question of whether or not it is possible to live like a human being.’91 According to Konrad, Europe’s historical reality deserves richer organisational forms than those offered by the moralistic dichotomy of American capitalism and Russian communism.92

Democratic practices

What they believe civil society to have begun developing during authoritarian rule, is democratic practices at the levels closest to citizens: among neighbours, between women93 or in the workplace.94 Konrad too points out that: ‘workplace and local community self-government, based on personal contact, exercised daily, and always subject to correction, have greater attraction in our part of the world than multiparty representative democracy because, if they have the choice, people are not content with voting once every four years just to choose their deputy or the head of government’.95 Chilean feminists even applied this concept of democracy to the private realm with their slogan ‘Democracy in the country and in the home.’96

Far-reaching consequences are attached to these developments. Havel describes a utopia of a post-democratic system consisting of ‘structures [that] should naturally arise from below as a consequence of authentic social self-organization; they should derive vital energy from a living dialogue with the genuine needs from which they arise, and when these needs are gone, the structures should also
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disappear.

The inspiration for this vision comes from the ‘informal, non-bureaucratic, dynamic and open communities that comprise the parallel *polis*’ which could be seen as ‘a kind of rudimentary prefiguration, a symbolic model of those more meaningful “post-democratic” political structures that might become the foundation of a better society.’ In Havel, it remains somewhat unclear whether his fluid structures would emerge and shrivel within the context of a parliamentary democracy, or instead of it.

Cardoso is much clearer in this respect. He observes that during the Brazilian *abertura*, three conceptions of democracy live side by side: a statist, a liberal and a grassroots conception of democracy. The statist version, proposed by the regime, is very limited: through cautious management, the state could allow the restitution of mediation between state and civil society, on its own terms. In practice this would feature acting for the public good to be located in the executive, guided by a multi-party parliament which can speak but not act, with limited press freedom and freedom of association. The functionalist or liberal version emphasises liberal rights and representation in a broader capitalist setting. The third version, that of the ‘grassroots democrats’, comes very close to Havel’s ideal: ‘autonomous organization of the population around concrete demands – almost always within the reach of and with direct consequences for the well-being of deprived groups of people’.

The first version is quickly discarded by Cardoso as a feature of contemporary politics, but not really a democratic theory at all. In terms of ‘the utopian-theoretical-ideological foundations of the idea of democracy in a mass society in a country with an associated-dependent economy’, in other words in his vision for Brazil, he seeks to combine the second and the third version.

There is an embryonic democratic thought which is not restricted to accepting the party-parliamentary game (although it remains a fundamental part, just as the defense of the dignity of the person and his or her rights remains fundamental to democratic collectivism) as a form of justifying the democratic worldview. Without greater transparency of information and of the decision-making in the firm (whether private or State) and in the bureaucracy (idem, ibidem), and without evolving mechanisms for participation and control both through parties and directly by the interested publics, the democratization process will be crippled.

This interaction of the state with a collectively expressed civil society supplementing individual citizenship is similarly prefigured by Jiri Dienstbier, who rejects Havel’s hope for the ‘withering away’ of the state:

If the state does not perform its function, self-organization becomes necessary. The realization of social interests through the strengths inherent in society weakens the totalizing demands of power, which is no longer the only motive force and must begin responding to the needs all the more, the more advanced the self-organization has become. This produces tension which the state power attempts to neutralize sometimes by force, sometimes by pretending the tension does not exist. But when this happens, society enters into a dialogue.

---
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Both in Eastern Europe and South America, a vision appears to have been developed, based on the functioning of civil society under authoritarian rule, that combined the achievements of liberal democracy (civil and political rights; multi-party representation) with more radical forms of democracy based in civil society, which could regularly interact with the state-based democratic system. This is not the space for reflecting on what became of these arguments after democratisation got underway.

Conclusions – also to be read as hypotheses

In terms of discussions of the nature of the regimes under consideration here, distinctions between ‘totalitarian’ and ‘authoritarian’ appear to have relatively little purchase. Instead, there appears to be one area of division and two points of broad agreement between many of the sources.

The disagreement is on the motivations of those in power. Some attribute this to a naked will to power underneath a veneer of ideology, some attribute it to a passionate belief in a totalising ideology, and some attribute it to the rule of ideology itself exercised through the disseminating of practices in seeing the emperor’s clothes. The choice for one of these analyses over others appears to be as much in the eye of the beholder as in the nature of the regime. The hypothesis here is then that contemporary authoritarian regimes are best ‘read’ by using these frames in complementarity rather than through classification into one of these types.

There is broad agreement that none of the regimes, not even that of general Pinochet, were mere ‘strong-man’ dictatorships. Under circumstances of modernity, authoritarian regimes require a bureaucracy, an ideology, and a set of legal norms. Each of these elements may at different times have a stabilising or a destabilising effect on the regime. The hypothesis then is that, with the possible exception of parts of Africa or Central Asia, personalised dictatorships are no longer a relevant category. The terms ‘bureaucratic authoritarianism’ (from Cardoso) or ‘post-totalitarianism’ (from Havel) may be more helpful to capture the nature of contemporary regimes, or it may be the case that yet newer forms, more adapted to the contexts of globalisation and democratisation, have since evolved.

Secondly, there is broad agreement that the main thrust of these regimes, their final if never fully realised aspiration, is to freeze and ‘atomise’ society in order to rule for ever. No accounts were found that suggested, as Hannah Arendt’s totalitarian idealtype suggests, that society was to be permanently mobilised. The hypothesis here, and one well worth testing, would be that contemporary authoritarian regimes all aim for atomisation.

In counterpoise to the aspiration to atomise, activists try to build ‘civil societies’ based on the values of solidarity, public truth-telling, ideological pluralism and non-violence. Two hypotheses can be formulated here. The first is that a variety of activists in contemporary authoritarian settings continue to emphasise these same values. The second, and undoubtedly more problematic hypothesis would be that

---

those civil societies we observe in these settings which most clearly resemble these characteristics have the best chance of eventually evolving into sustainable democracies. When testing this hypothesis it may be useful to consider how the six widely different national contexts this article draws on may nonetheless resemble each other. In particular, they shared long traditions of independent political thought within and outside universities, relatively high levels of development and a well-developed sense of national identity.\textsuperscript{103} This hypothesis is particularly worth applying to an analysis of the civil societies of Egypt and Tunisia. To what extent was civil society activism in these settings before the winter of 2011 characterised by commitment to solidarity, public truth-telling, ideological pluralism and non-violence? Can any relation be discerned between such commitment and the unfolding transition trajectories?

The ‘independence’ of the manifestations of civil society was, according to its protagonists, only relative. Yet they held that the ‘relative independence’ pursued by some strengthened the capacity for independence in the society as a whole. Hence, the hypothesis would be that the existence of even a small group of activists would have the effect of increasing the space of other citizens for at least ‘independent thought’ and perhaps ‘independent activity’. Against that, and also on the basis of Havel’s writing, the hypothesis could be formulated that the existence of a small group of dissidents, as a rather irrelevant ‘protected species’ can act as a safety valve for the regime whilst creating the impression that the rest of the population is not dissident.

The widespread appeal to ‘the law’ by activists, whether it be national law or international human rights standards, combined with the insight that bureaucratic authoritarianism requires ostensible adherence to legal norms, leads to the following hypothesis: Appeal to laws can be a productive strategy for civil society because it is a language to which the regime needs to respond. This hypothesis may well have validity in both Chinese and Islamic settings.

The sources consulted demonstrated a vivid awareness of the world beyond their state, but did not request outside actions from either Western governments or Western publics. Perhaps the fact that ‘the international’ does not feature heavily in the strategic political considerations of East European or South American activists is less surprising than it may seem if we consider that one of the discoveries of this article so far has been that they rejected explicit strategic political considerations \textit{tout court} in favour of the ‘slow ripening’ (Konrad) of broader social transformations. Nonetheless the outside world had a role to play, but it was constructed as a rather passive one, as an audience, a source of inspiration, or at most a source of moral support. The hypothesis here might be that hubristic expectations of being able and perhaps obliged to ‘help’ should be replaced with a much more limited role of taking a positive interest in the predicament of civil society actors in authoritarian settings.

Probably the most interesting findings of this article have been those relating to the strategies and aspirations of East European and Latin American activists. Western audiences love the mythology of a brave, non-violent resistance prevailing
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over a brutal regime, whether it is the Madres of the Plaza del Mayo or the Velvet Revolution of Czechoslovakia. More recently, they have been prepared to fall in love all over again with the more doubtful ‘colour revolutions’ in Georgia, Ukraine and Lebanon and now with the twittering youngsters of the Arab world and Iran. But they have not been attentive to the strategy of building up a ‘democratic’ civil society for its own sake as opposed to trying to initiate transition at the top, nor to the rich conception of democracy as encompassing workplace, neighbourhood or cultural circles practicing democracy alongside, and in dialogue with state-based institutions.

Both of these features may hold clues less for the causes of the initial transition to multi-party elections, which are over-determined by economic and international factors, but more for the sustainability of democracy long afterwards. Antonio Gramsci, likely to have been read by many of the people cited in this article, famously said that in the West: ‘When the state trembled, a sturdy structure of civil society was at once revealed’. What the East European and Latin American activists may have achieved is perhaps indeed the ‘powerful system of fortresses and earthworks’ that Gramsci called civil society, not as a system of bourgeois hegemony but as a system of internalised practices of democracy. The Argentine financial crisis for instance threw the political system into confusion, but it was weathered in civil society.

The final hypothesis then, is that the build-up of civil society for its own sake, predating democratisation, combined with the vision of democratic practices entrenched in society supplementing representative democracy are preconditions for the later sustainability of a democratic society.

At the time of writing, we are witnessing a new set of revolutions against authoritarian rule in the Arab world, equally unpredicted by political scientists and as yet uncertain in their outcome. In this light it is even more important once again to draw attention to the sophisticated responses to authoritarian rule in the 1980s, which were so much more than ‘rectifying revolutions’ aspiring to join the West, and to take seriously the political theory crafted by activists in Iran, Egypt or Belarus.
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